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apples paraglider elephant snowballs church

Brown color, leather, some leather straps, a man, butch and masculine. Someone strapped in 
against a brown background. 

Brown background: Is made out of leather. The boots are also made out of brown hairy leather. The 
man has a leather belt strap between his teeth. 

It is warm when I touch the curved brown leather. The brown leather is hairy, it is covered in short 
hairs. There are also hairs along the arms of the man. He has a leather strap between his teeth. We 
are close against the ground, we are lying under a tent. This is serious business and the man is 
feeling serious. 

Boots and legs of a brown color and hairy. 

Legs: Warm, or even hot to touch. There is a canvas over us, that brown leather with hairs. The man 
has got hairy legs. Blood flows through his legs in his body. 

I think I have a description and I cannot really say what it is, I would guess that it would be a hairy 
red haired mammoth, since one of my search words is the elephant. 

11:57 PM End session and feedback: WHOOOOOAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Great match! A 
closeup of an elephant and the coloration looks brown on it. There's that hairy skin, and as expected 
(but logic had me too afraid to say) the serious man with the thick hairy legs and arms was an 
elephant but brown with hairs, it looks that way on the picture. I wanted to say during the session 
but logic had me too afraid to say it, that the canvas of leather was the skin of the mammoth. Well 
done I grade this session with an A. Or wait a minute, what about the leather belts between teeth? 
Oh I don't know, but there's a tooth for sure, the tusk of an elephant can be seen. I still give this an 
A, I had leather and teeth and sure enough, right there in closeup. A it is an A! 

Oh, I am sorry but I forgot to make a drawing! Too bad because it would have looked JUST LIKE this 
target photo! At least we have my illustrative description, and this session gets an A, so I am happy. 
Darn I forgot to draw it, I really wanted to draw I had it all clear as a picture in my mind, I could not 
reasonably draw it now after the feedback. 

Image link https://contest-public-media.si-



cdn.com/5ea409b4c16f1a844ba5ea810411c26f45b84d29.jpg
Image web source is a broken link somehow and is not available. 

I made sure to not see any of the other search images, I only saw this one. It is an important detail 
of the protocol to do that. It is a bit tricky, but works. 

12:03 midnight End session and notes. 


